
Launch to Elite | Week Four Assignment + Notes  
 
Check List (Do it NOW):  

1. Watch the Video  
2. Connect with your Accountability partner by 10am everyday and tell them what you are 

going to get done today, and then let them know if you did by 6pm. 
3. Book time in your calendar to complete the homework.  

 
HOMEWORK (Follow Up): 

1. Continue practicing sharing your why + using your oils in your daily routine.  
2. Follow up with your entire list.  
3. Systemize your follow up process.  
4. Book recurring follow up time in your calendar.  

 
 

 
FOLLOW UP NOTES:  
Fear of Rejection (eg taking “rejection personally”)  

● what happens in our brains when we perceive we are rejected?  
● men = biz result + they have a non personalized response “oh well, your loss”. it’s a 

great strategy in that you don’t beat yourself up. women = biz result is personal. “I invited 
people to join the biz, I invited them to come to a class or party and they shot me down” 
then they ask “what did I do wrong?” Result is a reflection of me.  

● What’s the impact of taking the result personal: you are resting your worth on the results. 
Sales has a natural result… there is a statistical relevance. If you ask 10 people to buy 
or join, 8 out of 10 will say NO. so 2 times out of 10 you’re going to feel good about 
yourself, 8 out 10 times you’re going to feel bad about yourself.  

○ We’re always looking for a reason… why did this happen to me? Your brain is 
committed to giving you an answer. so when you say “why did they say “no” to 
me?”  

○ our brain searches our memories for an answer.. so if you believe you can’t 
because .. you’re not good at certain things, you’re not friendly, you’re not 
charismatic, you don’t have lots of friends… it’s looking for any excuse it can find. 
What will come back is the easiest answer having to do with that.. 

■ So why did someone say no? It’s because nobody likes me. It makes us 
feel unwanted.  

■ Most women say, I don’t want to feel not included, not belonging, 
unwanted.. so I just won’t do that action that seems to be connected to 
the action (eg follow up). So a lot of women leave sales… I don’t want to 
do this.. makes me feel bad. 8 out of 10 times this action makes me feel 
unwanted.. therefore sooner or later I’m going to stop doing the action all 
together.  



■ women tend to take rejection personally..eventually they stop doing the 
action.  

○ We DO NOT HAVE TO BECOME GUYS in the process.. we don’t have shut our 
feelings off.  

■ We can learn what’s actually going and then use mindset tools to shift the 
energy around it.  

○ What’s the TRUTH?  
■ 8 out of 10 times people will say no, and 90% of the time it has NOTHING 

to do with you. They are focused on them, not you. We are self centered 
being. They’re in their heads thinking about what you think about them.  

■ When someone says no, it’s for their reason and not about us. 
■ Ready, willing and able.. that’s when they buy. Ready = timing. Willing = 

they’re in pain + willing to do something to get a solution. Lots of people 
aren’t willing even if they’re ready. Able = money, time, resources to take 
action.  

■ When you get a no 80% of the time.. what if you didn’t tell some story 
about how you’re broken, what if you said instead, “they are not ready, 
willing and able yet” **this implies, sooner or later they will be ready 
willing and able, and when they are .. you’ll be there.  

● So THIS is why it’s so important to FOLLOW UP.  

 
HOW TO FOLLOW UP  

● just staying top of mind for when they are ready, willing and able.  
● the average person needs 7 touches before they KNOW LIKE AND TRUST you. People 

don’t KNOW LIKE AND TRUST on the first meeting… unless they have a bleeding neck 
(3% of the population). They must KNOW LIKE AND TRUST you before they buy. 

● But most people have 2 touches and give up.  
● How many times do you touch base with people? Most will say no the 1st time.. a few 

less the 2nd time.  
● When you give up after 2 times and they don’t sign up or join the biz.. then you are 

abandoning them.  
● BUT you cannot just keep BUGGING people.. you can’t just invite them to 7 parties.. 

that’s touching them once on the same issue. If you touch them and they don’t respond 
or they say no, then offer something else. Offer value, offer recipe, offer info, offer online 
call, offer magazine, on demand info, testimonials, other people’s stories, tell your story.. 
get to know you.  

● CREATIVITY + STRATEGY comes in here. GET CURIOUS about their needs, wants, 
pains, about how they are. Listen to their life story and struggle…  

● These 7 touches could be they see your face, they hear your name, they hear about 
doTERRA, they attend a class, they get a text from you, .. think of this as 7 angles.. not 



just inviting people to a class 7 times or just sending them information 7 times. get 
curious.. let them get to know you, and you get to know them.  

● if you are an introvert: think of people as customers not as friends. Just think of it as 
brining people THROUGH THE PROCESS and KNOW that once they get through the 
process and the cycle.. every individual has to go through and get information like they 
align with in the way they like it delivered..  

● sooner or later the timing will be right, and you need to be top of mind as related to the 
product… because sooner or later they will be ready to say YES and if you’ve been 
leading them through the sales process.. then when they are ready, willing and able, you 
will be the one they come to.  

● So have you been resisting following up because you’ve been taking it personally.. so 
what do you do now?  

● Shift the name of it and the energy around it.. figure out how to make it feel lighter. What 
if you just call it something else? Touch and Run (just a light thing that doesn’t drain 
you”? Touching base? catching up? Staying connected? Spreading joy? Being strategic 
with your business? Time to check for readiness.. you have to find a way that doesn’t 
create threat in the brain..  

 
So.. when someone says “no I’m not interested”, then ASK them if you can stay connected with 
them.. and ask, “what are most interested in hearing or receiving .. do you want to hear about 
product and how it works for a certain pain point, do you want to hear about business success.. 
do you want to hear about testimonials? research?”.. then that is the area where they will be 
ready, willing and able to move first..  
 
 


